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Fortunes of War: The Balkan Trilogy Apr 25 2022 The Balkan Trilogy is the story of a marriage and of a
war, a vast, teeming, and complex masterpiece in which Olivia Manning brings the uncertainty and
adventure of civilian existence under political and military siege to vibrant life. Manning’s focus is not the
battlefield but the café and kitchen, the bedroom and street, the fabric of the everyday world that has been
irrevocably changed by war, yet remains unchanged. At the heart of the trilogy are newlyweds Guy and
Harriet Pringle, who arrive in Bucharest—the so-called Paris of the East—in the fall of 1939, just weeks
after the German invasion of Poland. Guy, an Englishman teaching at the university, is as wantonly
gregarious as his wife is introverted, and Harriet is shocked to discover that she must share her adored
husband with a wide circle of friends and acquaintances. Other surprises follow: Romania joins the Axis,
and before long German soldiers overrun the capital. The Pringles flee south to Greece, part of a group of
refugees made up of White Russians, journalists, con artists, and dignitaries. In Athens, however, the
couple will face a new challenge of their own, as great in its way as the still-expanding theater of war.
Scar (Ink Trilogy Book 3) Jun 23 2019 NK taught Leora that all was not what it seems on the surface.
SPARK taught her that there are two sides to every story. Now Leora has had enough of lessons - she wants
to make her own story. The explosive finale to the best-selling INK trilogy sees Leora struggling to
reconcile her past and her future - and recognising that there may be no easy answers.
Childhood Nov 28 2019 The celebrated Danish poet Tove Ditlevsen begins the Copenhagen Trilogy ("A
masterpiece" —The Guardian) with Childhood, her coming-of-age memoir about pursuing a life and a
passion beyond the confines of her upbringing—and into the difficult years described in Youth and
Dependency Tove knows she is a misfit whose childhood is made for a completely different girl. In her
working-class neighborhood in Copenhagen, she is enthralled by her wild, red-headed friend Ruth, who
initiates her into adult secrets. But Tove cannot reveal her true self to her or to anyone else. For "long,
mysterious words begin to crawl across" her soul, and she comes to realize that she has a vocation,
something unknowable within her—and that she must one day, painfully but inevitably, leave the narrow
street of her childhood behind. Childhood, the first volume in the Copenhagen Trilogy, is a visceral portrait
of girlhood and female friendship, told with lyricism and vivid intensity.
The Blackhouse Jan 29 2020 A brutal killing takes place on the Isle of Lewis, Scotland: a land of harsh
beauty and inhabitants of deep-rooted faith. A MURDER. Detective Inspector Fin Macleod is sent from
Edinburgh to investigate. For Lewis-born Macleod, the case represents a journey both home and into his
past. A SECRET. Something lurks within the close-knit island community. Something sinister. A TRAP. As
Fin investigates, old skeletons begin to surface, and soon he, the hunter, becomes the hunted.
Bartimaeus: Amulet of Samarkand, The (Book One) Feb 09 2021 Nathaniel is a magician's apprentice,
taking his first lessons in the arts of magic. But when a devious hot-shot wizard named Simon Lovelace
ruthlessly humiliates Nathaniel in front of his elders, Nathaniel decides to kick up his education a few
notches and show Lovelace who's boss. With revenge on his mind, he summons the powerful djinni,
Bartimaeus. But summoning Bartimaeus and controlling him are two different things entirely, and when
Nathaniel sends the djinni out to steal Lovelace's greatest treasure, the Amulet of Samarkand, he finds
himself caught up in a whirlwind of magical espionage, murder, and rebellion.
The Levant Trilogy Jul 29 2022 The classic World War II trilogy: 'The finest fictional record of the war

Nora Roberts' In the Garden Trilogy Nov 20 2021 #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts
presents a collection that includes all three novels in her In the Garden Trilogy. Just outside of Memphis,
against the backdrop of a house steeped in history and a thriving new gardening business, three women
unearth the memories of the past and uncover a dangerous secret... BLUE DAHLIA Widowed Stella has
moved back to her roots in southern Tennessee. When she opens her heart to a new love, she discovers that
she will fight to the death to protect what’s hers. BLACK ROSE Roz is a woman whose experiences have
made her strong enough to bend without breaking. She thought love was behind her, until a second chance
at happiness takes her by surprise. RED LILY In search of a fresh start, Hayley and her daughter have laid
down roots in a new town. But when a friendship blossoms into something more, Hayley will have to decide
if she can risk her heart again.
The Girl Who Kicked The Hornet's Nest Jun 03 2020 Salander & Blomkvist harus bekerja sama
memadukan keahlian mereka, hacking dan investigasi, untuk mengungkap konspirasi dalam pemerintahan
Swedia. [Mizan, Qanita, Terjemahan, Klasik, Indonesia]
Matched Trilogy Box Set: Matched/Crossed/Reached Mar 13 2021 Presents the three volumes of the
author's Matched trilogy that follow Cassia's growing dissatisfaction with the Society and her struggle with
choosing between Xander and Ky.
The Complete Gideon Trilogy May 03 2020 Time travel to eighteenth-century London in this complete
trilogy of what Entertainment Weekly calls “a rollicking historical adventure,” now available as a collectible
boxed set. Time itself is splintering. It turns out that traveling through time has catastrophic consequences,
but in 1763 London, Lord Luxon only has eyes for time travel’s awesome possibilities. He has his sights set
on capturing the prize of America, and he abducts Peter and Kate from the present day in order to enact to
his plan. Suddenly in another century, Peter and Kate begin to understand that history has arrived at its
tipping point. And as they pursue their nemesis through the dark streets of eighteenth-century London,
they realize that a monster may hold the fate of the world in his hands. Ideal for fans of J.K. Rowling and
with the lively thrills of Quantum Leap and Back to the Future, this boxed set includes paperback editions
of The Time Travelers, The Time Thief, and The Time Quake.
A Man With One of Those Faces Aug 06 2020 A crime thriller set in modern-day Dublin.
The Blackhouse May 15 2021 The first book in an enthralling mystery series from award-winning author
Peter May. "A WRITER I WOULD FOLLOW TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH." --Marilyn Stasio, The New
York Times Book Review "SHINES WITH INTRIGUE AND SUPERB PLOTTING." --USA Today Every step
toward solving the case brings Scottish detective Fin Macleod closer to a dangerous confrontation with the
dark events of the past that shaped--and nearly destroyed--his life. When a grisly murder occurs on the Isle
of Lewis that bears similarities to a brutal killing on mainland Scotland, Edinburgh detective and native of
the Isle of Lewis Fin Macleod is dispatched to the Outer Hebrides to investigate, embarking at the same
time on a voyage into his own troubled past. As Fin reconnects with the people and places of his tortured
childhood, the desolate but beautiful island and its ancient customs assert their grip on his psyche.
Maddaddam Trilogy Box Sep 30 2022 Collects three novels featuring a world that has been devastated by
ecological and scientific disasters.
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produced by a British writer' Anthony Burgess As Rommel advances in wartorn Egypt, the lives of the
civilian population come under threat. One such couple are Guy and Harriet Pringle, who have escaped the
war in Europe only to find the conflict once more on their doorstep, providing a volatile backdrop to their
own personal battles. The civilian world meets the military through the figure of Simon Boulderstone, a
young army officer who will witness the tragedy and tension of war on the frontier at first hand. An
outstanding author of wartime fiction, Olivia Manning brilliantly evokes here the world of the Levant Egypt, Jerusalem and Syria - with perception and subtlety, humour and humanity.
Angel Dec 30 2019 Willow knows she's different from other girls. And not just because she loves tinkering
around with cars. Willow has a gift. She can look into people's futures, know their dreams, their hopes and
their regrets, just by touching them. She has no idea where she gets this power from... But Alex does.
Gorgeous, mysterious Alex knows Willow's secret and is on a mission to stop her. The dark forces within
Willow make her dangerous – and irresistible. In spite of himself, Alex finds he is falling in love with his
sworn enemy. The first thrilling chapter in the electrifying Angel Trilogy. Angels will never be seen in the
same way again. "If Eoin Colfer reinvented the fairy and Stephenie Meyer reinvented the vampire then
without a doubt L.A. Weatherly has reinvented the angel in this powerful, dark and hugely suspenseful
novel that switches effortlessly between fast-paced action adventure and heart-stopping romance... This is
the first in a compelling and utterly mesmerising paranormal romance trilogy from a writer to watch." Lovereading4kids Winner Leeds Book Awards 2011
The Corfu Trilogy Sep 26 2019 National Bestseller: The complete trilogy that inspired Masterpiece
production The Durrells in Corfu in one volume. The tales of a naturalist and his family, who left England
for the Greek island of Corfu—where they interacted with fascinating locals of both human and animal
varieties—these memoirs have become beloved bestsellers and inspired the delightful series that aired on
PBS television. Included in this three-book collection are: My Family and Other Animals: Ten-year-old
Gerald Durrell arrives on sun-drenched Corfu with this family and pursues his interest in natural history,
making friends with the island’s fauna—from toads and tortoises to scorpions and geckos—while reveling in
the joyous chaos of growing up in an unconventional household. Birds, Beasts and Relatives: Written after a
boyhood spent studying zoology, this memoir is part nature guide, part coming-of-age tale, and all
charmingly funny memoir. The Garden of the Gods: In the conclusion of the trilogy, Durrell shares more
tales of wild animals and his even wilder family, including his mother, Louisa, and his siblings Lawrence,
Leslie, and Margo, in the years before World War II. “[Durrell’s] books have an unfailing charm. . . . It is a
tribute to his skill that one never tires of his accounts” (Chicago Tribune). This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Gerald Durrell including rare photos from the author’s estate.
The Tripods Trilogy Nov 08 2020
Wideacre Aug 25 2019 Set in 18th century England, "Wideacre" introduces Beatrice Lacey, a heroine who
makes Scarlett O'Hara look like a simpering weakling. Readers will fall in love with Philippa Gregory's
mesmerizing trilogy.
The African Trilogy Sep 18 2021 Chinua Achebe is considered the father of modern African literature, the
writer who "opened the magic casements of African fiction." The African Trilogy--comprised of Things Fall
Apart, Arrow of God, and No Longer at Ease--is his magnum opus. In these masterly novels, Achebe
brilliantly imagines the lives of three generations of an African community as their world is upended by the
forces of colonialism from the first arrival of the British to the waning days of empire. The trilogy opens
with the groundbreaking Things Fall Apart, the tale of Okonkwo, a hero in his village, whose clashes with
missionaries--coupled with his own tragic pride--lead to his fall from grace. Arrow of God takes up the
ongoing conflict between continuity and change as Ezeulu, the headstrong chief priest, finds his authority is
under threat from rivals and colonial functionaries. But he believes himself to be untouchable and is
determined to lead his people, even if it is towards their own destruction. Finally, in No Longer at Ease,
Okonkwo's grandson, educated in England, returns to a civil-service job in Lagos, only to see his morality
erode as he clings to his membership in the ruling elite. Drawing on the traditional Igbo tales of Achebe's
youth, The African Trilogy is a literary landmark, a mythic and universal tale of modern Africa. As Toni
Morrison wrote, "African literature is incomplete and unthinkable without the works of Chinua Achebe. For
passion, intellect and crystalline prose, he is unsurpassed."
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Essential Poems from the Staying Alive Trilogy Oct 08 2020 This new pocketbook selection of 100 essential
poems from the trilogy is a Staying Alive travel companion (also available as an e-book). As well as selecting
favourite poems from the trilogy - readers' and writers' choices as well as his own favourites - editor Neil
Astley provides background notes on the poets and poems.
The Broken Earth Trilogy Jan 23 2022 This special boxed set includes the New York Times bestselling
author N. K. Jemisin's complete, two-time Hugo award-winning Broken Earth Trilogy. This is the way the
world ends. For the last time. A season of endings has begun. It starts with the great red rift across the
heart of the world's sole continent, spewing ash that blots out the sun. It starts with death, with a murdered
son and a missing daughter. It starts with betrayal, and long dormant wounds rising up to fester. This is the
Stillness, a land long familiar with catastrophe, where the power of the earth is wielded as a weapon. And
where there is no mercy. The Broken Earth trilogyThe Fifth SeasonThe Obelisk GateThe Stone Sky
The Hitch Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy Omnibus Mar 25 2022 The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy is a
science fiction comedy series (created by Douglas Adams) that debuted as a radio comedy broadcast on
BBC Radio 4 in 1978. Since then it has been adapted to other formats, slowly becoming an international
multi-media phenomenon over a span of several years. The title The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy is
often abbreviated as "HHG", "HHGG", "HHGTTG", or "H2G2". The series is also often referred to as "The
Hitchhiker's Guide", "Hitchhiker's", or simply "[The] Guide." This title can refer to any of the various
incarnations of the story, of which the books, having been translated into more than 30 languages by 2005.
Although the various versions follow the same basic plot, they are in many places mutually contradictory, as
Adams rewrote the story substantially for each new adaptation. In all versions, the series follows the
adventures of Arthur Dent, a hapless Englishman who escapes the demolition of Earth by a bureaucratic
alien race called the Vogons with his friend Ford Prefect, an alien from a small planet somewhere in the
vicinity of Betelgeuse and researcher for the eponymous guidebook. Zaphod Beeblebrox, Ford's semi-cousin
and part-time Galactic President, unknowingly saves the pair from certain death. He brings them aboard his
stolen spaceship, the Heart of Gold, whose crew rounds out the main cast of characters: Marvin the
Paranoid Android, a severely depressed robot, and Trillian, formerly known as Tricia McMillan, a woman
Arthur once met at a party who he soon realises is the only other survivor of Earth's destruction. After this,
the characters embark on a quest to find the legendary planet of Magrathea and the Question to the
Ultimate Answer.
Trilogy Nov 01 2022 Written by Hilda Dolittle, this set of three poems--including The Walls Do Not Fall,
Tribute to the Angels, and The Flowering of the Rod--emphasizes the horrors of war and the passion for
survival that it inspires. Reprint.
The Covenant Rising May 27 2022 In a land where magic defines the social order, the ruling tyrants alone
control the most powerful sorcery ... One of the last of a massacred race of warriors -- an unparalleled
swordsman magically afflicted by spells of blind, uncontrollable rage -- Reeth Caldason wanders Bhealfa
seeking vengeance ... and freedom from his strange malady. Now word has come from a sorcerer's
apprentice of a mysterious Covenant in the capital city, a secretive society that may provide the escape
Reeth desires. But forming an uneasy alliance with the youthful messenger could ultimately prove
disastrous -- for the road they musttravel together leads into the sordid heart of a perilous conspiracy of
treachery, tyranny, necromancy, and death.
The Deptford Trilogy Sep 06 2020 The complete volume of Robertson Davies's acclaimed trilogy, featuring
Fifth Business, The Manticore, and World of Wonders, with a new foreword by Kelly Link Fifth Business
Ramsay is a man twice born, a man who has returned from the hell of the battle-grave at Passchendaele in
World War I decorated with the Victoria Cross and destined to be caught in a no man's land where memory,
history, and myth collide. As Ramsay tells his story, it begins to seem that from boyhood, he has exerted a
perhaps mystical, perhaps pernicious, influence on those around him. His apparently innocent involvement
in such innocuous events as the throwing of a snowball or the teaching of card tricks to a small boy in the
end prove neither innocent nor innocuous. Fifth Business stands alone as a remarkable story told by a
rational man who discovers that the marvelous is only another aspect of the real. The Manticore Around a
mysterious death is woven a glittering, fantastical, cunningly contrived trilogy of novels. Luring the reader
down labyrinthine tunnels of myth, history and magic, THE DEPTFORD TRILOGY provides an exhilarating
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antidote to a world from where 'the fear and dread and splendour of wonder have been banished'. World of
Wonders This is the third novel in Davies's major work, The Deptford Trilogy. This novel tells the life story
of the unfortunate boy introduced in The Fifth Business, who was spirited away from his Canadian home by
one of the members of a traveling side show, the Wanless World of Wonders.
The Art of the Mass Effect Trilogy: Expanded Edition Jun 15 2021 Expanded with never before seen
works of art, this new edition delves deeper than ever into the sci-fi saga that changed video games forever.
Contains extensive new material from the DLCs for all three games--including the award-winning "Lair of
the Shadow Broker" from Mass Effect 2 and the fan-favorite "Citadel" from Mass Effect 3. Experience the
evolution of the aliens, planets, ships, and technology that define this iconic science fiction universe, as the
developers who brought BioWare's masterpiece to life take you from the earliest design sketches through to
the meticulous final renders. Brimming with concept art and commentary, this expanded edition is the
ultimate companion to one of the greatest series in the history of gaming!
The Trilogy of Two Jun 27 2022 Pursued by ominous Enforcers, identical twins Sonja and Charlotte,
musical prodigies with extraordinary powers, must embark on a perilous journey through enchanted lands
in hopes of unlocking the secrets of their mysterious past.
Black Sun Rising Apr 01 2020 Over a millennium ago, Erna, a seismically active yet beautiful world was
settled by colonists from far-distant Earth. But the seemingly habitable planet was fraught with perils no
one could have foretold, and the colonists found themselves caught in a desperate battle for survival
against the fae, a terrifying natural force with the power to prey upon the human mind itself, drawing forth
images from a person's worst nightmare or most treasured dreams and indiscriminately giving them life.
Twelve centuries after fate first stranded the colonists on Erna, mankind has achieved an uneasy stalemate,
and human sorcerers manipulate the fae for their own profit, little realising that demonic forces which feed
upon such efforts are rapidly gaining in strength. Now, as the hordes of the dark fae multiply, four people Priest, Adept, Apprentice and Sorcerer - are about to be drawn inexorably together for a mission which will
force them to confront an evil beyond their imagining, in a conflict which will put not only their own lives
but the very fate of humankind in jeopardy ...
The Bromeliad Trilogy Feb 21 2022 In a world whose seasons are defined by Christmas sales and Spring
Fashions, hundreds of tiny nomes live in the corners and crannies of a human-run department store. They
have made their homes beneath the floorboards for generations and no longer remember -- or even believe
in -- life beyond the Store walls. Until the day a small band of nomes arrives at the Store from the Outside.
Led by a young nome named Masklin, the Outsiders carry a mysterious black box (called the Thing), and
they deliver devastating news: In twenty-one days, the Store will be destroyed. Now all the nomes must
learn to work together, and they must learn to think -- and to think BIG. Part satire, part parable, and part
adventure story par excellence, master storyteller Terry Pratchett’s engaging trilogy traces the nomes’
flight and search for safety, a search that leads them to discover their own astonishing origins and takes
them beyond their wildest dreams.
The Book of Koli Jan 11 2021 'ASTONISHING' Locus, 'ENTHRALLING' Guardian, 'CAPTIVATING' Kirkus
***SHORTLISTED FOR THE PHILIP K. DICK AWARD*** The Book of Koli begins a breathtakingly original
new trilogy set in a strange and deadly world of our own making. Beyond the walls of the small village of
Mythen Rood lies an unrecognisable landscape. A place where overgrown forests are filled with choker
trees and deadly seeds that will kill you where you stand. And if they don't get you, the Shunned men will.
Koli has lived in Mythen Rood his entire life. He believes the first rule of survival is that you don't venture
too far beyond the walls. He's wrong. 'A CAPTIVATING START TO WHAT PROMISES TO BE AN EPIC
POST-APOCALYPTIC FABLE' Kirkus 'KOLI EMBARKS UPON A JOURNEY AS PERILOUS AS IT IS
ENLIGHTENING' Guardian 'THE BEST THING I'VE READ IN A LONG TIME. I LOVED IT' Joanne Harris
'INGENIOUS' Helen Marshall, World Fantasy Award-winning author 'DEEPLY ENGAGING' C. A. Fletcher,
author of A Boy And His Dog at the End of the World 'ASTONISHING STORYTELLING POWER WITH
PLAINSPOKEN LANGUAGE, HEARTBREAKING CHOICES, AND SINCERITY LIKE AN ARROW TO THE
HEART' Locus Look out for the next novels in the trilogy: The Trials of Koli and The Fall of Koli
The Oversoul Seven Trilogy Jul 25 2019 Inspired by Jane Roberts’ own experiences as the author of the
immensely popular "Seth" books, these three novels — now collected in one volume — are one of the most
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imaginative tales ever written. Jane Roberts’ beloved character, Oversoul Seven, an ageless student of the
universe, explores the entire framework of our existence. . . . As we follow Seven’s education, our own
beliefs about life, death, dreams, time and space are challenged and stretched, leaving us with a refreshing
and provocative perspective on the true nature of reality. In The Education of Oversoul Seven, Seven
explores the true nature of his being as he learns to communicate with four of his "incarnations" — four alltoo-human people whose lives are separated by centuries, yet who also coexist. In The Further Education of
Oversoul Seven, the adventure continues with Seven facing new lessons as his human incarnations struggle
with the problems of sanity, free will, and even godhood. In the third saga of this exuberant adventure,
Oversoul Seven and the Museum of Time, Seven is instructed to take up residence in a human body while
also journeying to the Museum of Time in search of the "Codicils." The Codicils are eternal truths that bring
about the greatest opportunities for vitality, understanding, and fulfillment. The adventures of Oversoul
Seven, are at once an intriguing fantasy, a mind-altering exploration of our inner being, and a vibrant
celebration of life.
Bruce Trilogy Aug 30 2022 This trilogy tells the story of Robert the Bruce and how, tutored and
encouraged by the heroic William Wallace, he determined to continue the fight for an independent
Scotland, sustained by a passionate love for his land.
The Earthsea Trilogy Dec 22 2021 The windswept isles of Earthsea were famous for wizards, and the
greatest was Ged. Hungry for power and knowledge he tampered with long-held secrets and loosed a
terrible shadow upon the world.
The Cornish Trilogy Oct 20 2021 The University of St John and the Holy Ghost (known affectionately as
Spook) has a problem - and an opportunity. Strange, eccentric art patron and collector Francis Cornish has
died and faculty members have been made executors of his complicated will. But in the realization of their
duties, they find themselves drawn into Cornish's bizarre, secretive and mystical world. In this spellbinding
trilogy a host of memorable characters - defrocked, mischief-making monks, half-mad professors, gypsies
and musical geniuses - become entangled in a story that involves theft, perjury, scholarship, murder, love,
and the squandering of plenty of cash.
The Heaven Tree Trilogy Jul 05 2020
The Transylvanian Trilogy, Volumes II & III Mar 01 2020 **Washington Post Best Books of 2013** The
celebrated TRANSYLVANIAN TRILOGY by Count Miklós Bánffy is a stunning historical epic set in the lost
world of the Hungarian aristocracy just before World War I. Written in the 1930s and first discovered by
the English-speaking world after the fall of communism in Hungary, Bánffy’s novels were translated in the
late 1990s to critical acclaim and appear here for the first time in hardcover. They Were Found Wanting
and They Were Divided, the second and third novels in the trilogy, continue the story of the two aristocratic
cousins introduced in They Were Counted as they navigate a dissolute society teetering on the brink of
catastrophe. Count Balint Abády, a liberal politician who defends his homeland’s downtrodden Romanian
peasants, loses his beautiful lover, Adrienne, who is married to a sinister and dangerously insane man,
while his cousin László loses himself in reckless and self-destructive addictions. Meanwhile, no one seems
to notice the gathering clouds that are threatening the Austro-Hungarian Empire and that will soon lead to
the brutal dismemberment of their country. Set amid magnificent scenery of wild forests, snowcapped
mountains, and ancient castles, THE TRANSYLVANIAN TRILOGY combines a Proustian nostalgia for a lost
world, insight into a collapsing empire reminiscent of the work of Joseph Roth, and the drama and epic
sweep of Tolstoy.
WOLF HALL, BRING UP THE BODIES AND THE MIRROR AND THE LIGHT. Oct 27 2019
Shadowmagic Trilogy Aug 18 2021 A Lord of the Rings for the 21st century. Only a lot shorter. And
funnier. And completely different. The complete Shadowmagic trilogy. Including Shadowmagic, Prince of
Hazel and Oak and Sons of Macha. Shadowmagic is a fantasy adventure for young adults (although grownups will like it too). Written by one of the most popular magicians in the country it brings a fresh approach
to the genre and will have a broad appeal beyond the fantasy sections.
Foundation Apr 13 2021 The Foundation, established after the Old Empire gives way to barbarism, fights
against a mutant strain called the Mule and tries to get rid of the Second Foundation after learning it will
inherit a future Empire.
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Total Chaos Dec 10 2020 Fabio Montale is the perfect protagonist in this city of melancholy beauty. A
disenchanted cop with an inimitable talent for living who turns his back on a police force marred by
corruption and racism and, in the name of friendship, takes the fight against the mafia into his own hands.
“Just as Raymond Chandler and James Ellroy made Los Angeles their very own, so Mr. Izzo has made
Marseilles so much more than just another geographical setting.”—The Economist “Izzo’s ability to describe
Marseilles and to make his readers feel the multiracial reality of that city so directly and authentically is
fascinating.”—Andrea Camilleri “One of the masterpieces of modern noir.”—The Washington Post
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The Gorse Trilogy Jul 17 2021 Ernest Ralph Gorse's heartlessness and lack of scruple are matched only by
the inventiveness and panache with which he swindles his victims. With great deftness and precision
Hamilton exposes how his dupes' own naivete, snobbery or greed make them perfect targets. These three
novels are shot through with the brooding menace and sense of bleak inevitability so characteristic of the
author. There is also vivid satire and caustic humour. Gorse is thought to be based on the real-life murderer
Neville Heath, hanged in 1946.
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